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Building on established
history, Boog lines up the 
GI Joe evolution during
these years with the Gulf
War itself 
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Comparing the "look"
of the mediated Gulf War 
to the "look" of the GI Joe
comic books 
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Textual Evidence 
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More textual evidence for the argument
that the Joes resolve our conflicted
feelings about military history  
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Boog brings it up to the present
by talking about the current war 
and the current iteration of Joe 

Rebecca Onion
In this section, Boog brings in the perspective of an actual solider and Joe fan,
describing his book and his play as a means of talking about his approach to 
publicizing the Iraq War, then interviewing him about movies and video games in 
the lives of soldiers. 
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After each simularion, Hart-
ley explained how many of partic-
ipants wouid have died during the
actual maneuver. During the Surren-
der workshop, participants could ac-
tually feel the rea1, rwitchy madness
of Iraq-quickly learning that most
civilians make lousy soldiers.

Larry Harna elaborated on re-
cruitment in an emaii exchange
about the G.I. Joe comic books.
"'War is bad," he wrote. "To some it
will be the most exciting thing they
will experience in their entire life.
To others it will hrunt their night-
mares forever. Don't make a choice
based on readtng ficrion (especially
anything I have writtenl)." G.I. Joe
helped children rehearse the mo-
tions of war in the.1980s, but it
could never make them good at it.

arlier this year, Paramount
Pictures released a public-
ity photo of Snake Eyes

from the live-action G.I.Joe: Rke of
Cobra rnovie, slated for a 2009 re-
leese. Encased in black leather and
hidden behind a skintight mask,
dris mute ninja was one of G.I.Joe's
most iconic good guys. In the uP-
coming film, he will be played by
Ray Park-the swashbuckling actor
rpho starred in Star Wars: Episode I-
The Plmntom Menace as the evil Jedi
Darth Maul.

That image generated hundreds
of nostalgic web Posts. On the most
basic 1eve1, Snake Eyes fulfilled the
karate fetish that gripped many boys
in the '80s. Scill, his character main-
tained a sophisticated, ambiguous
relarionship with the military in the
C.LJoe comics.

In the last issue of the G.I.Joe: A
ReaI Anterican Flero series, a teenager
writes to Snake Eyes seeking enlist-
ment advice. It is the perGct oppor-
tunity for the hawkish tendencies of
the toy Line to soar, but Hama takes
a somber approach.

Snake Eyes responds with a

letter about his experience inViet-
nam.At the climax of the comic, the
ninja crouches in a field of trarnpled
flowers and dead soldiers, cling-
ing to his enormous rifle like a life
raft. "There is no honor or glory in
the primary occupation of the soi-
dier," Snake Eyes reflects. "There are
only'long stretches of interminable
boredom punctuated by briefflur-
ries of pure terror.'There is no win-
ning. Ask anyone who has sat be-
numbed in the aftermath ofbattle...
surrounded by stinking, ragged wet
bodies of comrades hastily covered
with ponchos... assailed by the un-
earthly scr.eaming of the maimed."

That eerie passage had a lifelong
influence on Major Philip Kost, a

G.I. Joe aficionado and career sol-
dier. On the Internet, Kost curates
the five-hundred-plus membership
on the G.I.Joe Reloaded discussion
board. Most recently, he wor-ked as

rnfitary consultant for Devil's Due
comics-the company that revived
the G.LJoe franchise in 2001.

Kost told me that he returned to
Snake Eyes's letter over and over dur-
ing his service. "I can understand it
better now. fl-arry Hama] laid it out
there on the line. The intent of the
letter was not to glorifii anything or
detract from anything. It was to tell
the truth.This is how things will be
if you take this route. Dont think it's

all going to be glory and honor, but
on the other side, it's not the worst
thirig in the world either. Here it is,
make your decision."

Kost and Rieman and Hardey
a1l played war, but they were never
brainwashed. They knew exacdy
what they were gerdng into before
they enlisted, because G.I.Joe taught
them. Even as this brand revived the

-ilia.y" image, American failures
and the grim realities ofwarhaunted
the issues. Like a secret code embed-
ded iruide the heads of '80s kids-Dr.
Mindbender's revenge, if you will-
the irucrutable ninja named Snake
Eyes ended nearly a decade of mil-
itary worship with a sermon about
the nightmares of combat.

it's easy to rebuke Hasbro for
kindling warlike impulses in inno-
cent minds. But that critique rrears
childhood ]ike some Garden of
Eden, miracu-lously isolated &om
adult hostfities. Children have never
been peacefi-ri. From the very first
moment they shape a thumb and
pointer-finger into a pistol or turn
a stick into a sword, they are plalang
war. G.I. Joe taught children what
that violence meant, helping them
process the confusing legacy ofViet-
nam, the &ightening conflicts of the
Reagan era, and the unsetded con-
clusion of the first GulfW'ar.

Snake Eyes is the serpent in
that peacefi.rl garden, peddling ap-
ples from the T[ee of Knowledge of
Good and Evil-a symbol that em-
bodies both a curse and an enlight-
ened intelligence. Next sufirmer, a
generation bewildered by the Iraq
'War will sample his forbidden fruit
for the first time. *
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One final return to Larry Hama, 
who says something contradictory
and kind of weird and complex 
about Joe. This piece is building 
toward its conclusion. 
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Snake Eyes' letter. Great texual evidence,
which Boog partially quotes and partially
summarizes. 
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A real soldier's perspective on the Snake Eyes
letter. Boog found this guy on the Internet and 
then interviewed him, 
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Boog brings the phenomenon up
to the present day, while at the same
time establishing Joe's continuing
popularity. 
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In these last few paragraphs, Boog finally tells us what he 
thinks. I'm not 100% convinced that his evidence supports
this conclusion, but this is the structure of the piece; he's 
entitled to a bit of argument at the end. 


